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All you ever wanted to ask about the Revit API, 
The Building Coder, and other non-UI Revit topics	  

Jeremy Tammik, Autodesk 

Class Description 

An open discussion with Jeremy Tammik, The Building Coder and heavy-duty 
Revit API discussion forum supporter, about anything and everything in Revit that 
lacks a user interface. DIY, your questions, ideas and sharing experience reign 
supreme. 

About the Speaker: 

Jeremy is The 3D Web Coder and The Building Coder.  

He works with the Autodesk Developer Network (ADN) team on Autodesk APIs 
and Web Services, providing developer support, training, conferences, 
presentations, and blogging on the Revit API and cloud and mobile 
technologies. 

He joined Autodesk in 1988 as a technology evangelist driving AutoCAD app 
development in Europe, USA, Australia, and Africa. He is a co-founder of ADGE, 
the AutoCAD Developer Group Europe, and a prolific author. He left Autodesk in 
1994 to work as an independent HVAC application developer and rejoined the 
company in 2005. 

Jeremy graduated in mathematics and physics at Marburg University in 
Germany. He worked as a teacher and translator of both computer and human 
languages, as a C++ programmer on early GUI and multitasking projects, is fluent 
in six European languages, vegetarian, has four kids, plays the flute, likes reading, 
travelling, theatre improvisation, yoga, carpentry, dancing, music, mountains, 
oceans, sports, and climbing. 
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Agenda 
• Open discussion 
• Present participants 
• Collect topics 
• Discuss topics 
• Online notes 
• Wrap up 

Let’s sit down together, present ourselves, collect the topics we would like to 
discuss, and then work through them one by one. 

Jeremy loves taking notes on the fly. We can capture and display them on 
screen while we discuss, to ensure all relevant information is logged and clear to 
all. 

Here goes: 

Participants 
• Peter Boyer, Senior Software Engineer, geometry and Dynamo 
• Tamas Badics, Revit Software Architect 
• Harry Mattison, Revit API developer, BIM and Revit API teacher and 

consultant 
• Anthony Hauck, Director, Product Line Manager for Building Authoring and 

Generative Design, previously Revit API product manager 
• Jeremy Tammik, Autodesk developer support 

Questions and Answers 
Q: Connect data to shared parameter, avoid copying existing data for tagging 
or scheduling. 

A: Parameter definition externally defined. No, in the Revit database, just a link. 
We could do that. Maybe good point: what if moving the parameter definitions 
from model to a centrally available place for all models, all users, tiered, 
Autodesk, company, application, stored away from the model, schedule 
anything you like regardless of data source. You could use the DMU to keep 
things in sync. That might be one way to achieve it right now. You can watch a 
particular value or parameter on an element and when that changes fire the 
updater. It will degrade if you watch lots of stuff, but it should be easy and 
effective for just one little thing. 

Q: Delete parameter definition via API should become effective directly, e.g. to 
correct a typo. Unfortunately, Revit remembers something in the document and 
reuses the old definition instead of adding a new one. 

A: That sounds buggish… please submit an ADN issue for this. 
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Q: MEP engineer, I can generate building, there is one missing bit: I cannot place 
colour scheme. Only the colour scheme is missing, cannot be automatically 
placed. I also need to control RBG, it is black by default. Can this be 
automated? 

A: Lack of API exposure… Initially Revit had no API and there was no intent for it. 
A strong push came to expose some internals to API. We started writing code 
manually, 4-5 years hand written. API code continued growing, we cannot keep 
up and decided to automate everything. Now all new functionality is 
automatically API equipped. RIDL, the Revit interface definition language. 
Automatically generates C++ headers and C# wrappers. The API was originally 
created to export models for structural analysis and read back in the results, e.g. 
from Robobat. Therefore, that area is pretty complete. Other areas still have 
holes, obviously. You really need to ensure you get an official request submitted. 

Q: I am an architect and try to automate drawings, and that is sometimes 
convoluted. I am European and metric. This can sometimes cause problems. 
Dynamo causes additional problems, because it converts some things and not 
others. The section view has not been working for two years. 

A: Let us discuss units. In Dynamo, we initially decided to have a global setting 
and automatically convert everything. Unfortunately, things are not that simple. 
Now Dynamo is unitless. A number is interpreted in the context of the current 
Revit UI. Unfortunately, this has gone back and forth. Dynamo is open source, so 
you can submit a pull request to fix it for everyone. You can also submit a GitHub 
issue and request a fix. We are a small team and try to produce a quality 
experience. FamilyType is an API construct. Now we are trying to make things 
easier for new users, less API oriented. We are open to new ideas. The Bad 
Monkey guys are always building new useful pieces. 

Q: I am Python, not C#. Some more Python API samples would be useful. 

A: Unit conversion is confusing. The API does provide a UnitUtils class. You could 
use that, wrap it, provide it to Dynamo. Inside Revit, every number is just a simple 
number based on imperial. 

Q: It is especially confusing with views on sheets, because they are always 
imperial. 

Q: The gbXML edge analysis stuff, surface based, export. You have to go to web 
site and download. I just want the file. Can I get it directly from Revit, without 
web access? 

A: We have three different ways to get analysis results: original one gbXML 
export, primitive, fundamental issues. This was solved in a good way in the last 
version. It should really be exposed. 

Q: There is a Dynamo node to compute the gravity centre. 
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A: The API exposes centre of gravity for each solid. It is not exposed on element 
level. You can look at The Building Coder, December 19, 2012, Solid Centroid 
and Volume Calculation. The centroid of a loop of curves is also on the blog. 

Q: Dynamo API: I would love an improved section manager that is safer and 
does not need sub-transaction. 

A: I believe Dynamo does not allow rollback of sub-transaction. Yes. Please log 
this as a GitHub issue as a feature suggestion.  

Q: I did it last year. 

Q: New performance improvements in Revit: we can spawn off things in the 
background in Revit. How much access in the API? 

A: Zero. Yes, we are looking at this. We really have to catch up on this. We are 
thought experimenting. How about asking to run API stuff on a secondary 
thread? This is a big and worthy investment. Another answer: this new stuff is a 
very clever approach. We shortcut dangers of multithreading by running a 
secondary process in the background. The code is only loaded once in memory, 
but they run on secondary cores. It should be possible to move API requests to 
secondary cores as well. We might start with read-only access.  

Q: There is a lot of stuff that we have seen where performance issues associated 
with running in the main thread. Often, for Dynamo, we say, do not do this, this 
will affect performance. It would be great to run this on a secondary core. 

A: Yes, this would be great. Excellent idea, primary use case. We are in the 
finishing phases of polishing this. We are looking forward to sharing these new use 
cases. 

Q: Yes, I ran into this two weeks ago. Background API work I need to my model. 
When it finished, I got errors, because I was stuck in the main process. It would be 
nice to avoid these problems and enable background calculations. 

Q: Views rendered in background, just 5-10, no huge number, and the system is 
collapsing. 

A: In the next major release you will see a new task, the Revit worker executable. 
Do not kill that, please. 

Q: Dynamo: I miss a function to disable a bunch of nodes. You can switch of 
temporarily a bunch of stuff. In Grasshopper you can do this. 

A: Yes, we are actively working on this. 

Q: Dynamo has Python nodes to access the Revit API. Can we have C# or VB 
nodes as well? 

A: There is a somewhat political aspect to this. There is DesignScript, which does 
not have direct Revit API access. I would also like C#, VB, JavaScript. There are 
also virtual machines for all of these. They all enable you to execute code, 
extract results and use them. We would like to include this kind of stuff. 
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Q: We would also like a Python debugger, or a Dynamo debugger. 

A: One challenging this with debugger is that if we mutate the Revit document, 
it has to be in the UI thread, so Revit UI is locked up. A debugger is always 
expensive. We would like to do everything out of process, but we have to be 
careful. 

Q: Has anyone used the macro editor? That is another pen source thing and it 
does include a debugger.  

A: I always end up going back and doing it in the API. 

Q: I know macros. In the macro module I can choose the language. Is there 
much support for using Python and Ruby for macros? 

A: You can easily translate back and forth, they all compile down to IL. 

Q: Support for learning and using these other languages?  

A: All the examples are in C#. Somebody submits Ruby code to ADN...  

Q: Dynamo and Python editor: plans to make it more comfortable, e.g. 
debugging, also more comfortable. 

A: I would love to enrich the Python editor. I go for Python by string.  

Q: But then I lose interaction? 

A: No, with a file-watching node it can react immediately each time you save 
the file. Then you can use any IDE you want. It is still not an optimal experience. 

Q: I am not talking about big things, just small little details like bracket 
completion... 

A: Let’s talk afterwards about the specific stuff and define priorities. 

Q: Can I access the Revit status bar and a ping the progress bar inside it? Can I 
use the Revit progress bar? 

A: There was a discussion on this a while back and something was pretty hard 
about it. 

Q: I miss scripting support that is not in Dynamo. When we look at how families 
are designed, it is really hard to debug the families my colleagues produce. I 
can use Dynamo to debug a family but I cannot debug to find out what is going 
on. 

A: Where we would like to start is by debugging shape handles. They are not 
elements, so they have no API access. E.g., take the extrusion, try to move it, and 
use the failure report to determine what went wrong. There is no access now, but 
access to shape handles would be great. 

Q: Debugging dimension is really hard. We want to create robust families. 

Q: DMU: is it possible to use temporary transactions there? 
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A: No, because Revit has already opened a transaction and is already in the 
process of closing it. Dynamo wanted this as well and it is not possible. We 
worked around it by enqueueing the desired additional operation in the Idling 
event loop and ensuring that no infinite loop is entered. You can look at the 
source code showing how we do this on GitHub. Look at the Idle promise loop. 
Everything in Dynamo is open source, so please look and learn and contribute. In 
Revit, many dependencies loop back, so Revit catches and stops infinite loops 
as well.  

Q: Fabrication parts: can I create categories to replace original piping with 
custom categories? Visibility is always all or nothing... 

A: We talked about this for a long time. It goes pretty deep into Revit and is 
highly (over) loaded, does lots of stuff. If you could add any categories you 
wanted, it would be nice to also add behaviour... This also ties back to the first 
question, externalising parameters... would be nice to change all these without 
recompiling Revit... We would like to open up Revit basics more to customisation. 
We also have to ensure the safety of all the models... We have wanted this for a 
long time, we are making long-term slow progress. Please make a feature 
request for specific categories that you need and explain why.  

Q: Reinforcing panels. They are concrete, but cannot add reinforcing. We have 
to add a virtual wall just to get reinforcement for a panel. 

A: We have three separate teams working on reinforcement. Please submit a 
request and ensure they know your need. 

Q: In MEP we have connector information. We need parameters on connectors, 
not just on the higher-level element. 

A: I think this is known and being worked on. Have you tried extensible storage? 
Yes, but that is also element based, not connector. 

Q: I want the overall path length of a solid sweep in a family. 

A: It is represented as a curve loop. Iterate over the loop, get the length of each 
segment and sum them. When you draw something in Revit, it is sketching, and 
the sketch API has a lot of info about the originating curve. Access it through the 
sketch interface. In this context, ‘sketch’ refers to geometry definition and has 
nothing to do with views. Search the API help for sketch, please. 

OK, time ran out. 

Many thanks to all for interesting questions, illuminating answers, interest, energy 
and enthusiasm! 

 


